Glacier Creek Middle School
8th Grade VIRTUAL Learning CORE Supply List
2019–2020 School Year

CORE Classes General Supplies
* 2 packs standard size 3” x 3” Post-It notes
* pens
* pencils
* single subject notebook or notepad

Social Studies
* just what is on general supplies list

Science
* single subject notebook
* filler paper (lined or blank)
* colored pencils
* tape
* scissors

Literacy (English, year long class)
* 7 ½” x 9 ½” composition notebook
* folder

Math (CC3)
* 1 ½” 3-ring-binder (with pockets or a folder to add in)
* colored pens for grading
* 2 single subject notebooks of graph paper
* 1 pack of filler graph paper (loose leaf)
* scientific calculator (Texas Instruments
* TI-34 or TI-30XIIS) (No graphing calculators)
* protractor

Math (Algebra & Geometry)
* 1 ½” 3-ring-binder (with pockets or a folder to add in)
* colored pens for grading
* 2 single subject notebooks of graph paper
* 1 pack of filler graph paper (loose leaf)
* graphing calculator (Texas Instruments TI-84 Plus CE is recommended for this course
& all high school courses)
* protractor
* compass (Geometry only)
Academic & Career Planning
* 1 ½" 3-ring-binder
* 25 plastic sheet/page protectors
* 1 package of filler loose leaf paper

Mandarin Chinese
* 3 ring (1.5 inch binder)
* Loose leaf paper

German:
* 3-ring binder (1.5 inches)
* 5 dividers
* 3 Expo markers – any color
* Composition notebook

Spanish
* 1 notebook (Christian/Falcon only)
* 2 glue sticks (Christian/Falcon only)
* 2 Expo dry erase maker – any color
* Pen or pencil
* 3 ringer binder (Hanson only)
* Loose leaf paper (Hanson only)

Spanish LANGUAGE ARTS
* 2 black/white cover composition books
* 10 glue sticks
* 1 set of headphones or earbuds for class use
* 2 dry erase markers

French
* 3 – ring binder (1.5 inch)
* 5 dividers/with tabs
* Loose leaf paper
* 2 Expo dry erase markers

Health
* Folder/loose leaf paper
* Highlighter

Art
9x12 Spiral Bound Sketchbook
Several #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils)

Band
* Instrument in working order
* Essential Elements Book 2
* Pencil
* See specific instrument supplies lists on GCMS Band Website

Orchestra
Instrument of the correct size and in working order
Rosin and cotton cleaning cloth (old, clean shirts/rags work
Shoulder rest for Violin/Viola (Everest, Kuhn, or Wolf are good brands)
Rock Stop for Cello/Bass
Black 1" 3-ring binder with outside clear cover sheets pocket